SAFE FLOWS &
SECURE REVENUE
ITAB EXITFLOW • SCANMASTER UPRIGHT / XD • ALPHAGATE SCO-EXIT

Many stores are increasing self service
and reducing staff numbers to increase
efficiency and profitability. However,
fewer staff also can increase uncertainty
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ALPHAGATE SCO-EXIT
with LED-lit gate arm as
an option. Emergency
opening, automatic
resetting after alarms
and the potential for
remote control.

and risks. In order to maintain smooth
SCANMASTER UPRIGHT
Clear, upright scanner
with instruction sign
allows rapid passage.
The scanner can read all
types of barcodes and QR
codes – both on printed
checkout receipts and
from a mobile phone
screen in the case of
digital transactions.

nical solutions.
ExitFlow is ITAB’s complete self-checkout solution, comprising gates for secure access and exiting, as well as receipt scanning to validate correct
payments.

AlphaGate SCO-EXIT is a tried and tested gate
that encompasses many important functions and
properties for self-checkout systems.
Adjustable timers adapt to customers’ movement patterns when exiting, minimising backflow. Other available functions include emergency
opening with automatic resetting of alarms, remote
control and synchronisation of a number of gates.
Equipped with LED lighting, the gate arms
can change colour to green to signal approved
exiting following a verified payment. A red colour
indicates the locked position, while a flashing
light indicates blocking or forcing.

GATEMASTER. Smart
control electronics are
fully integrated in the
post, which entails less
routing of cables and
a lower installation cost.
Can be connected
to a checkout system/
POS or work as a
stand-alone solution.

Scanner that can
read both printed barcodes and QR codes as
well as codes on your
mobile phone.

promising security, we need smart tech-

ALPHAGATE SCO-EXIT
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Full SCO compatibility
and works with all
POS systems on
the market.

and safe customer flows without com-

ExitFlow safeguards
payments and
provides increased
security in the
SCO area.

Gates with adjustable
opening times reduce
the risk of backflow, i.e.
customers going the
wrong way.

SCANMASTER UPRIGHT AND SCANMASTER XD

SECURE PAYMENTS
DURING SELF-CHECKOUT
Thanks to an entirely new

SCANNING

generation of scanner

The scanner function for ExitFlow
is available in two variants – ScanMaster Upright 2.0 and ScanMaster XD. Both quickly validate
the payment receipt, regardless of
whether this is a traditional barcode or a more modern code system, such as QR codes.
In order to cope with new and
future systems for mobile phone
payments, codes indicating completed payment can also be read
directly from your mobile’s screen.

units, ITAB is able to offer
both secure payments
today and a guaranteed
future for your self-checkout system.
When self-service is used in the
checkout operation, high demands
are placed on the systems in order
to achieve security and safeguard the
payment transactions.

STAND-ALONE

The operational intelligence of
ExitFlow is fully integrated in our
easy-to-install scanner stations. For
basic functions, all you need is an
electrical cable. The in-built intelligence can then handle pre-programmed code systems by itself.
SCANMASTER XD. A compact, premium
scanner with a display that can present
both instructions as well as commercial
messages. The unit is placed either at
the top of a separate post, on the wall
or directly on a gate post. Flexible and
space-efficient, particularly for small
stores without customer trolleys.

POS-INTEGRATED SOLUTION

In the case of more extensive
demands, ExitFlow is fully programmed for connection to all available POS systems, providing access
to even more advanced functions.

SCANMASTER UPRIGHT 2.0 is a stand-alone
scanner post that can read codes from
a paper receipt or a mobile phone screen.
For many people, having a scanner at the top is
a very familiar function, for example from airports.
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ON PAYMENT,
a payment receipt
bearing a code is
received.
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SCAN THE RECEIPT
with the code on the
scanner post.

Vertrieb Schweiz & Österreich:
ITAB Guidance AB
Box 9054, SE-550 09 Jönköping, Sweden
Instrumentvägen 2 (Visiting address)
Tel. +46 (0)36-299 46 00 • www.itab.se

Pataco AG
Looäcker 1 · 9247 Henau ∙ Schweiz
Int. Freecall: +800 7282 2624
www.pataco.swiss ∙ info@pataco.com
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THE GATES OPEN
to allow exiting when
the receipt has been
approved.

